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Abstract. Network Coordinate Systems (NCS) are promising techniques
to predict unknown network distances from a limited number of measure-
ments. Most NCS algorithms are based on metric space embedding and
suffer from the inability to represent distance asymmetries and Triangle
Inequality Violations (TIVs). To overcome these drawbacks, we formu-
late the problem of network distance prediction as guessing the missing
elements of a distance matrix and solve it by matrix factorization. A dis-
tinct feature of our approach, called Decentralized Matrix Factorization
(DMF), is that it is fully decentralized. The factorization of the incom-
plete distance matrix is collaboratively and iteratively done at all nodes
with each node retrieving only a small number of distance measurements.
There are no special nodes such as landmarks nor a central node where
the distance measurements are collected and stored. We compare DMF
with two popular NCS algorithms: Vivaldi and IDES. The former is
based on metric space embedding, while the latter is also based on ma-
trix factorization but uses landmarks. Experimental results show that
DMF achieves competitive accuracy with the double advantage of hav-
ing no landmarks and of being able to represent distance asymmetries
and TIVs.
Key words: Network Coordinate System, Matrix Factorization, Decen-
tralized Matrix Factorization, Regularization
1 Introduction
Predicting network distances (e.g. delay) between Internet nodes is beneficial to
many Internet applications, such as overlay routing [1], peer-to-peer file shar-
ing [2], etc. One promising approach is Network Coordinate Systems (NCS),
which construct models to predict the unmeasured network distances from a
limited number of observed measurements [3].
Most NCS algorithms embed network nodes into a metric space such as
Euclidean coordinate systems in which distances between nodes can be directly
computed from their coordinates. For example, GNP [4] is the first system that
models the Internet as a geometric space. It first embeds a number of landmarks
into the space and a non-landmark host determines its coordinates with respect
to the landmarks. Vivaldi [5] is a decentralized NCS system that extends GNP
by eliminating the landmarks. It simulates a system of springs where each edge
is modeled by a spring and the force of the spring reflects the approximation
error.
However, network distances do not derive from the measurements of a metric
space. For example, Triangle Inequality Violations (TIVs) have been frequently
observed and the distances between two nodes are not necessarily symmetric
due to the network structure and routing policy [6–8, 5, 9]. No algorithm based
on metric space embedding can model such distance space. IDES [10] is one of
the few algorithms using non-metric space embedding techniques. It is based on
matrix factorization which approximates a large matrix by the product of two
small matrices. A drawback of IDES is that, similar to GNP, IDES also relies
on landmarks. It factorizes a small distance matrix built from the landkmarks
at a so-called information server and other non-landmark nodes compute their
coordinates with respect to the landmarks. Phoenix extends IDES by adopting a
weight model and a non-negativity constraint in the factorization to enforce the
predicted distances to be positive [11]. In practice, NCS systems with landmarks
are less appealing. They suffer from landmark failures and overloading. Further-
more, the number of landmarks and their placement affect the performance of
NCS.
In this paper we propose a novel approach, called Decentralized Matrix Fac-
torization (DMF), to predicting network distance. Unlike IDES, we seek to fac-
torize a distance matrix built from all nodes in a fully decentralized manner. Each
node retrieves distance measurements from and to a small number of randomly
selected nodes1 and updates its coordinates simultaneously and iteratively. There
are no special nodes such as landmarks or a central node where distance mea-
surements are collected and stored. In doing so, our DMF algorithm overcomes
the drawbacks of metric space embedding and is able to represent asymmetric
distances and TIVs, while it is fully decentralized and requires no landmarks.
Experimental results show that DMF is stable and achieves competitive perfor-
mance compared to IDES and metric space embedding based algorithms such
as Vivaldi.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 formulates the prob-
lem of network distance prediction by matrix factorization. Section 3 describes
the DMF algorithm. Section 4 presents the evaluation and the comparison of
DMF with other competing methods. Section 5 gives the conclusions and dis-
cusses future work.
2 Matrix Factorization for Network Distance Prediction
Matrix Factorization seeks an approximate factorization of a large matrix, i.e.,
D ≈ Dˆ = XY T ,
1 We will refer to the selected nodes as neighbors in the rest of the paper.
where the number of columns in X and Y is typically small and is called the
dimension of the embedding space. Generally, the factorization is done by min-
imizing ||D − Dˆ||2, which can be solved analytically by using singular value
decomposition (SVD) [12]. In many cases, constraints can be imposed in the
minimization. A popular and useful constraint is that elements of X and Y are
non-negative. This so-called non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) can only
be solved by iterative optimization methods such as gradient descent [13]. Note
that matrix factorization has no unique solution as
D ≈ Dˆ = XY T = XGG−1Y T ,
where G is any arbitrary non-singular matrix. Therefore, replacing X by XG
and Y by G−1Y will not increase the approximation error.
In using matrix factorization for network distance prediction, assuming n
nodes in the network, a n × n distance matrix D is constructed with some
distances between nodes measured and the others unmeasured. To guess the
missing elements in D, we factorize D into the form D ≈ XY T by solving
min ||W. ∗ (D −XY T )||2, (1)
where .∗ is element-wise product and W is the weight matrix with wij = 1 if
dij , the distance from i to j, is measured and 0 otherwise. X and Y are of the
same size n × l with l ≪ n. l is referred to as the dimension of the embedding
space and is a parameter of the factorization algorithm.
With missing elements, the minimization of eq. 1 can only be solved by itera-
tive optimization methods. After the factorization, each node is then associated
with two coordinates xi and yi, where xi is the ith row of X, called outgoing
vector, and yi is the ith row of Y , called incoming vector. The estimated distance
from i to j is
dˆij = xi · yj , (2)
where · is the dot product. If done properly, the estimated distance, dˆij , approx-
imates the measured distance, dij , within a limited error range. Note that dˆij is
not necessarily equal to dˆji.
The above process is centralized and requires a large number of distance
measurements to be collected and stored at a central node. To solve this problem,
IDES [10] proposed to select a small number of landmarks and compute, at a
so-called information server, the factorization (by using SVD or NMF) of a small
distance matrix built only from measured distances between the landmarks. Once
the landmark coordinates have been fixed, a non-landmark host can determine
its coordinates by measuring its distance to and from each of the landmarks and
finding coordinates that most closely match those measurements. As mentioned
earlier, the use of landmarks is a weakness of IDES. In the next section, we
will propose our approach based on a decentralized matrix factorization that
eliminates the need for landmarks.
3 Decentralized Matrix Factorization for Network
Distance Prediction
The problem is the same as in eq. 1, but we seek to solve it in a decentralized
manner. Similar to IDES, each node records its outgoing vector xi and incoming
vector yi and computes distances from and to other nodes by using eq. 2. The
difference is that xi and yi are initialized randomly and updated continuously
with respect to some randomly-selected neighbors.
In particular, to update xi and yi, node i randomly selects k neighbors,
measures its distances from and to them, and retrieves the outgoing and incoming
vectors. Denote Xi = [xi1 ; . . . ;xik ] and Yi = [yi1 ; . . . ; yik ] the outgoing and
incoming matrices built from the neighbors of i, i.e., xij and yij are the outgoing
and incoming vectors of the jth neighbors of i. Let dito = [di,i1 , . . . , di,ik ] and
difrom = [di1,i, . . . , dik,i] the distance vectors to and from the neighbors of i.
Then, xi and yi are updated by
xi = argmin
x










Eqs. 3 and 4 are standard least square problems of the form min||Ax− b||2,
which has an analytic solution of the form:
x = (ATA)−1AT b. (5)
To increase the numerical stability of the solution, instead of solving eqs. 3 and 4
with eq 5, we penalize xi and yi and solve regularized least square problem of
the form min||Ax− b||2 + λ||x||2, which also has an analytic solution
x = (ATA+ λI)−1AT b, (6)
where λ is the coefficient of the regularization term. In the experimental section,
we will show the influence of the regularization terms on the performance of
DMF.











i Xi + λI)
−1 (8)
The DMF algorithm is given in Algorithm 12. We initialize the coordinates with
random numbers uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. Empirically, we found
that DMF is insensitive to the random initialization of the coordinates.
2 Note that we can also adopt the weight model and the non-negativity constraint as
in [11]. However, the constrained minimization in eqs 3 and 4 have no more closed
form solutions and has to be solved by iterative optimization methods. As claimed
in [10], which is confirmed by our experiments, the non-negativity constraint does
not improve the accuracy a lot, but significantly increases the computing time.
Input: D, l, k, λ
D: distance matrix with missing elements
l: dimension of the embedding space
k: number of neighbors of each node
λ: regularization coefficient
Output: X,Y
foreach node i do
Randomly select k neighbors from the network.





update xi by eq. 7




Algorithm 1: DMF: Decentralized Matrix Factorization with Regularization.
4 Experiments and Evaluations
In this section, we evaluate DMF3 and compare it with two popular NCS al-
gorithms: Vivaldi and IDES. The former is based on metric space embedding,
while the latter is also based on matrix factorization but uses landmarks. All
the experiments are performed on two typical data sets collecting real Internet
measurements: the P2psim [14] data set which contains the measured distances
between 1740 Internet DNS servers, and the Meridian [15] data set which con-
tains the measured distances between 2500 nodes. While DMF can in principle
handle asymmetric distance matrices, in our experiment, we took di,j = dj,i and
defined these distances as the half of the round-trip-time between nodes i and
j. The same assumption is adopted in Vivaldi and has the advantage of greatly
simplifying the implementation of the algorithm, as measuring one-way delay is
difficult in practice.
In the simulations, we randomly selected a node and updated its coordinates
at each step. An iteration of a simulation is defined by a fixed round of node
updates. Since Vivaldi updates its coordinates with respect to only one neighbor
in contrast to DMF that does it with respect to all neighbors, an iteration in
Vivaldi is defined by n× k node updates whereas in DMF an iteration is n node
updates, where n is the number of nodes and k is the number of neighbors. In
doing so, we ensure that, on average, all nodes have a chance to update their
coordinates with respect to all neighbors. Note that IDES is not an iterative
method. The coordinates of the nodes are unchanged.
We examine the following classical evaluation criteria.
3 A matlab implementation of DMF used to generate the results in the paper can be
downloaded from http://www.run.montefiore.ulg.ac.be/~liao/DMF.
– Cumulative Distribution of Relative Estimation Error Relative Estimation
Error (REE) is defined as
REE =
|dˆi,j − di,j |
di,j
.










– Median Absolute Estimation Error (MAEE) is defined as
MAEE = mediani,j(|di,j − dˆi,j |).
Note that our DMF algorithm utilizes only a small percentage of the distance
measurements in the datasets to estimate the coordinates of the nodes, but the
evaluation of the above criteria is done using all distance measurements.
4.1 Parameter Tuning
DMF has three parameters to be defined: l, the dimension of the embedding
space, k, the number of neighbors of each node, and λ, the regularization coeffi-
cient. We study the influence of these parameters on the performance of DMF.
To this end, we tune one parameter at a time while fixing the other two. Results
are shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3.
It can be seen that l does not seem to affect the performance of DMF as
long as l ≥ 3 which coincides with the conclusion drawn in [5] about Vivaldi.
We nevertheless recommend l = 10 as it does not pose any problem and as the
same number is used in IDES. On the other hand, k has a clear impact, as a
larger k gives better accuracy, which is obvious because a larger k means fewer
missing elements thus better estimation of the coordinates. However, a larger
k also means more probe traffic and a higher overhead. Following Vivaldi, we
suggest k = 32 as a good tradeoff between accuracy and measurement overhead.
For λ, too little or too much regularization only decreases the accuracy of DMF,
and 50 seems to be a good choice for both P2psim and Meridian datasets.
Note that the results are very stable from one simulation to another, as high-
lighted in Figure 4. The algorithm does not seem very sensitive to the random
initialization of the coordinates and to the particular selection of neighbours. In
the following, unless otherwise stated, l = 10, k = 32 and λ = 50 are used by
default and the results of all the experiments are derived from one simulation.
4.2 Analysis of Convergence and Stability
We further evaluate the convergence and the stability of DMF. From Figures 1, 2, 3
and 4, it is clear that DMF converges fast, empirically in less than 20 iterations
for both P2psim and Meridian datasets.




















































































































































































Fig. 1. The effect of the dimension (l) on the performance of DMF. (k = 32, λ = 50)






























































































































































Fig. 2. The effect of the number of neighbors (k) on the performance of DMF. (l = 10,
λ = 50)






























































































































































Fig. 3. The effect of regularization coefficient (λ) on the performance of DMF. (l = 10,
k = 32)






























































































































































Fig. 4. Results of different simulations. The simulations differ in the initializations of
the coordinates, in the selections of the neighbors by each node and in the orders in
which the nodes are updated. It can be seen that the results are insensitive to these
differences.
To further verify the stability of DMF, we performed a 2D factorization
(l = 2) and plotted the X and Y coordinates at different times of the simulation,
shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the coordinates are very stable with little
drift after the embedding errors become stable. Figure 6 shows the histogram of
the differences between the predicted distance matrix at the 20th and the 100th
iterations.
4.3 Comparisons with Vivaldi and IDES
Lastly, we compare DMF with Vivaldi and IDES, as shown in Figure 7. Vivaldi is
a decentralized NCS algorithm based on Euclidian embedding. Similar to DMF,
each node updates its coordinates with respect to k randomly selected neighbors.
Here, we took k = 32 following the recommendation in Vivaldi. For IDES, a
number of landmarks are needed. Although [16, 10] claimed that 20 randomly
selected landmarks are sufficient to achieve desirable accuracy, we nevertheless
deployed 32 landmarks in our experiments for the purpose of comparison. The
dimensions of the embedding space are 10 for all algorithms.
From Figure 7, it can be seen that both DMF and Vivaldi achieve similar
accuracy and slightly outperform IDES. The worse performance by IDES is
likely due to the use of the landmarks. Since in IDES, a non-landmark node
only communicates with landmarks, no links between non-landmark nodes are
used by the NCS. In contrast, DMF and Vivaldi are completely decentralized
with links between nodes randomly selected and evenly distributed in the whole
network.
5 Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we proposed a novel approach, called DMF, to predicting unknown
network distances. Essentially, we consider it as a learning problem where coor-
dinates of network nodes are learned from partially observed measurements and
the unknown distances are approximated from the learned coordinates. Different
from all previous works, the learning of the coordinates is done by DMF which
requires no landmarks. Since DMF is not based on metric space embedding,
it has the potential to overcome common limitations such as the inability to
represent TIVs and asymmetric distances. Experimental results show that the
performance of our approach is comparable with two popular NCS algorithms:
Vivaldi and IDES.
The reason why DMF does not outperform Vivaldi given the above-mentioned
advantages remains an open question that needs further investigation. It has to
be noted that both P2psim and Meridian datasets are symmetric with dij = dji.


































































(c) P2psim: 1st iteration















(d) Meridian: 1st iteration


















(e) P2psim: 20th iteration






















(f) Meridian: 20th iteration


















(g) P2psim: 100th iteration

















(h) Meridian: 100th iteration
Fig. 5. The evolution of the coordinates, X(left subplot) and Y (right subplot).






























Fig. 6. The differences between the predicted distance matrix at the 20th and the
100th iterations.
















































































































































Fig. 7. Comparison with IDES and Vivaldi. (l = 10, k = 32, λ = 50 for DMF)
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